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Summary of Activities 08/09 
Discharge measurements were performed in 08/09 at 3 weirs (C, E and H) in the 
Carnation creek experimental watershed. The bulk of the discharge measurements were 
made using salt dilution methods (constant rate and slug injection). Additional 
measurements were made using timed-volumetric (i.e., bucket and stopwatch) method 
for low flows (< 7 l/s). 
 
Flow measurements were made in an effort to further confirm the validity of existing 
discharge – stage rating curves for the three weirs as well as to investigate the possibility 
of using standard weir equations for estimating discharge.  Measurements of flow at B-
weir were not conducted in 08/09 as Water Survey Canada (WSC) maintains 
responsibility of the continued development of the rating curve for this station 
(http://scitech.pyr.ec.gc.ca/waterweb/FullGraph.asp?stnID=08HB048).  
 
H Weir 

H Weir - Rating Curve- to March 31, 2009
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FIG 1: H Weir Stage-Discharge Rating Curve 08/09 
 
H weir is a sharp crested 900 V notch weir with good inlet control. The channel is quite 
small (width < 1m). Measures obtained in 08/09 fell mostly on the rating curve line (Fig 
1).  Only 2 data points that were collected were of lower confidence that likely should be 
excluded. Fewer data points were collected at H and E weirs due to access issues in 
08/09 (snow, road blow out, tree blockage) for much of the winter.   
 
The dimensions of H weir conform to a partially contracted V notch weir.  The calculated 
rating curve for H weir is Q = 1.65 (h - 0.105)^2.59.   
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C Weir 

C Weir Rating Curve - to March 31, 2009
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Fig 2: C Weir Stage-Discharge Rating Curve 08/09 
 
The weir at station C is a sharp crested V notch weir with a notch angle of 1500. This 
notch angle, however, falls outside of the allowable range for standard weir equations.  
Measured flows agreed closely with measurements made in 2007 and 2008 (Fig 2). 
Several data points that were collected, however, are likely suspect and should be 
excluded.  Work is ongoing, however, to understand why such values were derived.  
Preliminary analysis indicates that either measurement reaches were too short at higher 
flows and / or ephemeral drainages existed during high flow conditions affecting 
measured values.  The influence of antecedent conditions on flow values also needs to 
be further investigated.  The calculated rating curve for C weir is h < 0.7: Q = 9.48 (h - 
0.17)^2.87 
 
E Weir 
The weir at station E consists of a sharp crested notch plate in the center of a wide 
broad crested structure similar to that of B weir. The notch was measured to have an 
angle of 1500 and is 3.06 m wide at the top. The width of the broad crested structure 
spanning the entire channel is approximately 16.1 m.  Measured flows obtained in 08/09 
fell mostly on the rating curve line (Fig 3).  Only 1 data point that was collected was of 
lower confidence and likely should be excluded. Fewer data points were collected at E 
weir due to access issues in 08/09 (snow, road blow out, tree blockage) for much of the 
winter.  The calculated rating curve for E weir is h < 0.5: Q = 11.13 (h - 0.12)^2.66  
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E Weir Rating Curve- to March 31, 2009
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Fig 3: E Weir Stage-Discharge Rating Curve 08/09 
 
 
Conclusions and future work 
The salt dilution method for streamflow gauging provided suitable results for the 
confirmation of the stage-discharge rating curves. A higher range of flows needs to be 
measured at all stations in order to fill out and improve the rating curves. Measurements 
by current meter are needed at most sites. 
 
H weir behaves as predicted by theoretical equation because of its standard geometry 
and low velocity of approach. Salt dilution can be used at higher flows for H if small 
amounts of salt are used and pre - dissolved in stream water.   
 
Due to its channel shape, B weir is best suited to the current meter rating method. 
Further work with WSC, however, is needed in 09/10 to increase the number of data 
points for B weir rating curve.  The BC MFR Watershed Research program should obtain 
the appropriate current metering equipment to perform this task. 
 
The manual staff gauge at E weir is separated from the main flow, although surface 
water present at each visit responded to flow changes. It is likely that the responsiveness 
of the manual S.G. may lag. This connection should be opened up in 09/10 to ensure 
that the water levels (stage) recorded at the time of measurement are accurate for the 
discharge being measured.  
 
Further work is also required at C weir with multiple flow measurement techniques 
needed to evaluate the variation of discharge measures at medium to high flows. Further 
evaluation of complicating factors (ephemeral inputs, ill suited measurement reaches, 
etc.) is needed at C weir at stages above .450m.   Continued maintenance of the weir 
pond at C weir is critical to it’s performance. 


